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Abstract

The Bernoulli filter is a Bayes filter for joint detection and tracking of a target

in the presence of false and miss detections. This paper presents a mathemat-

ical formulation of the Bernoulli filter in the framework of possibility theory,

where uncertainty is represented using possibility functions, rather than proba-

bility distributions. Possibility functions model the uncertainty in a non-additive

manner, and have the capacity to deal with partial (incomplete) problem spec-

ification. Thus, the main advantage of the possibilistic Bernoulli filter, derived

in this paper, is that it can operate even in the absence of precise measure-

ment and/or dynamic model parameters. This feature of the proposed filter is

demonstrated in the context of target tracking using multi-static Doppler shifts

as measurements.
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1. Introduction

Estimation of stochastic dynamic systems (stochastic filtering) is typically

carried out using the sequential Bayesian estimation framework [1]. Assuming

the dynamic system is fully characterised by its (hidden) state, the application

of the sequential Bayesian estimation method requires the specification of two

stochastic models: the dynamic model, which describes the evolution of the

(hidden) state, and the observation model, which specifies the relationship be-

tween the sensor measurements and the (hidden) state. Practical applications

of Bayes filtering are widespread, including target tracking, communications,

navigation, field robotics, bio-informatics, finance, ecology, etc.

In situations where the dynamics and/or observation models are only par-

tially known, using the sequential Bayesian estimation method is not straight-

forward. If, for example, some parameters of the model(s) are unknown, one

approach would be to estimate (learn) their values sequentially from the data

[2]. This, of course, has its limitations, because of limitations in available com-

putational power or observability issues. Different methods such as Bayesian

non-parametric models [3] allow for acknowledging that all the parameters in

the selected dynamical and observation processes might not be perfectly known,

however, these often involve even more parameters in order to describe what is

the uncertainty on the original ones, thus only offering a partial solution to the

problem. If there is no available model to describe the received data then neu-

ral networks can be used, see e.g. [4]; however, we consider the situation where

some information is available about the dynamics of the target and about the

corresponding observation process.

Research into reasoning under uncertainty in artificial intelligence (AI) is

mainly focused on representation and explanation of uncertainty and inference

rules for derivation of (uncertain) conclusions. Uncertainty in this context

is classified either as aleatory (due to the random effects) or epistemic (due

to imprecision, or partial knowledge) [5]. The research community in AI has

recognised for some time that probability distributions are perfect to represent

aleatory uncertainty, but inappropriate to capture effectively the uncertainty

caused by ignorance, imprecision or partial knowledge [6, 7]. Alternative mod-

elling of uncertainty have been proposed by different generalisations of probabil-

ity theory, such as fuzzy logic [8], imprecise probabilities [9], possibility theory

[10, 11] and Dempster-Shafer theory [12, 13]. Most of these approaches offer

the ability to model a complete absence of information, but do not provide a

general way of dealing with stochastic filtering. In addition, reasoning under

uncertainty in AI is typically restricted to discrete state spaces.
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In this paper we develop a stochastic filter for joint detection and state

estimation of a dynamic object in the presence of false and miss detections, us-

ing exclusively possibility functions. The filter is referred to as the possibilistic

Bernoulli filter (PBF), because it is the possibility theoretic analogue of the

standard Bernoulli filter [14], originally derived by Mahler [15] using probabil-

ity distributions and random finite sets, as the optimal Bayesian filter in the

presence of false and miss detections. The motivation for using possibility func-

tions, as non-additive models of uncertainty [16], instead of the probabilistic

framework, is to provide an alternative representation of uncertainty, capable

of handling, in a rigorous mathematical manner, the situations of ignorance or

partial knowledge. Derivation of the PBF follows from the recently proposed

framework for stochastic filtering using a class of outer measures [17, 18, 19, 20].

Bayes filtering style analytic expressions for prediction and update of outer mea-

sures have been formulated and implemented using numerical approximations,

such as the grid-based and sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods.

The paper is organised as follows. Following [20], Sec. 2 reviews the standard

Bayes filter and the possibilistic stochastic filter. The PBF is derived in Sec. 3

for the multi-sensor case and an application to target tracking using multi-static

Doppler measurements is presented in Sec. 4. The emphasis in this application

is that the probability of detection of each sensor is only partially known, that

is, as an interval value. The findings in this article are summarised in Sec. 5.

2. Background

2.1. The standard Bayes filter

The stochastic filtering problem in the Bayesian framework can be formu-

lated as follows [1]. Let us introduce a random variable xk ∈ X ⊆ Rnx , referred

to as the state-vector, as the complete specification of the state of a dynamic

system at time tk. Here X is the state space, while k is the discrete-time index

corresponding to time tk. The problem is specified with two equations [21]:

xk = fk−1(xk−1) + vk−1, (1)

zk = hk(xk) + wk, (2)

referred to as the dynamics equation and the observation (or measurement)

equation, respectively. The function fk−1 : Rnx → Rnx is a nonlinear transition

function defining the evolution of the state vector as a first-order Markov pro-

cess. The random process vk ∈ Rnx is independent identically distributed (IID)

according to the probability density function (PDF) pv; and vk is referred to
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as process noise. Its role is to model random disturbances affecting the state

evolution model. The function hk : Rnx → Rnz defines the relationship between

the state xk and the measurement zk ∈ Z, where Z ⊆ Rnz is the measurement

space. The random process wk ∈ Rnz , independent of vk, is also IID with PDF

pw, and referred to as measurement noise.

In the formulation (1)-(2), functions fk and hk, as well as PDFs pv and

pw are known. Equations (1) and (2) effectively define two probability dis-

tributions, the transitional density pk|k−1(xk|xk−1) and the likelihood function

`k(zk|xk), respectively. Given the transitional density, the likelihood function,

and the initial density of the state (at k = 0), p0(x0), the goal of stochas-

tic Bayesian filtering is to estimate recursively the posterior PDF of the state,

denoted pk|k(xk|z1:k), where z1:k
abbr
= z1, z2, . . . , zk.

The solution is usually presented as a two step procedure. Let pk−1|k−1(x|z1:k−1)

denote the posterior PDF at k − 1. The first step predicts the density of the

state to (the future) time k via the Chapman - Kolmogorov equation [1]:

pk|k−1(x|z1:k−1) =

∫
pk|k−1(x|x′)p(x′|z1:k−1)dx′. (3)

The second step applies the Bayes rule to update the predicted PDF using a

measurement zk which becomes available at time k:

pk|k(x|z1:k) =
`k(zk|x) pk|k−1(x|z1:k−1)∫
`k(zk|x′) pk|k−1(x′|z1:k−1)dx′

. (4)

Knowing the posterior pk|k(x|z1:k), one can compute the point estimates of

the state, such as the expected a posterior (EAP) estimate or the maximum a

posterior (MAP) estimate.

2.2. The possibilistic stochastic filter

Instead of random variables, we now consider uncertain variable [22] in or-

der to enable imprecision of the probabilistic model to be considered (epistemic

uncertainty). Uncertain variables can be described by outer measures of a cer-

tain form, however we consider the case where all the uncertainty is modelled

as epistemic uncertainty, so that these outer measures simplify to possibility

measures, as introduced in the seminal paper [10].

Let A be a subset of the state space X and let Π be a possibility measure

associated with x ∈ X . Then the possibility measure of A takes a value in

the interval [0, 1] representing the possibility that x ∈ A, and is defined as

Π(A) = supx∈A π(x), where π(x) is the possibility function (or distribution

[23]) corresponding to Π. The possibility function π : X → [0, 1] is the primitive
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object of possibility theory [23, 24], which assigns to each x ∈ X a degree of

possibility of being the true value of the state. It is normalised in the sense that

supx∈X π(x) = 1.

Each possibility function can be seen as a membership function determining

the fuzzy restriction of minimal specificity1 about x [10]. It can represent the

two extremes of information specification, i.e. complete knowledge and total

ignorance. Complete knowledge corresponds to the situation where it is known

that the true value of the state is x0 ∈ X . We can express this information as

π(x0) = 1 and π(x) = 0 for all x ∈ X such that x 6= x0. Complete ignorance is

represented with π(x) = 1 for all x ∈ X .

Note that a dual notion to possibility, referred to as necessity, can be intro-

duced. A necessity of A ⊆ X is defined as N(A) = minx/∈A[1− π(x)]. Duality

of possibility and necessity can be expressed by N(A) = 1− Π(Ac), where Ac

is the complement of A in X . Possibility function π induces both Π and N ,

that is, knowing π is sufficient to calculate both. One can interpret the interval

[N,Π] as the probability interval, from lower to upper probability [24].

Any bounded PDF p(x) can be transformed into a possibility function π(x),

and conversely, any integrable possibility function can be transformed into a

PDF. An example of transformations is:

π(x) =
p(x)

supx′∈X p(x
′)
, (5)

p(x) =
π(x)∫

X π(x′)dx′
. (6)

Other transformations are discussed in [24].

Considering that in majority of applications, both process noise and mea-

surement noise are modelled by Gaussian distributions, we can focus on the

Gaussian possibility function:

N̄ (x;µ,P) = exp

(
−1

2
(x− µ)ᵀP−1(x− µ)

)
(7)

for some µ ∈ Rd and for some d× d positive definite matrix P with real coeffi-

cients. With abuse of language, we will refer to µ and P as to the mean2 and

the covariance matrix of the Gaussian possibility function N̄ (x;µ,P).

The goal of the possibilistic stochastic filter is to estimate sequentially the

posterior possibility function πk|k(x|z1:k). Suppose the posterior possibility

1In the sense that any hypothesis not known to be impossible cannot be ruled out.
2The possibilistic mean value has been defined as a closed interval [25], although other

interpretations exist.
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function at time k−1, πk−1|k−1(x|z1:k−1), is available. The prediction equation

explains how to compute the possibility function of the state at time k using

the transitional possibility function ρk|k−1(xk|xk−1), and is given by [17]:

πk|k−1(x|z1:k−1) = sup
x′∈X

ρk|k−1(x|x′)πk−1|k−1(x′|z1:k−1). (8)

The transitional possibility function ρk|k−1(x|x′) can be, for example, obtained

from pk|k−1(x|x′) using transformation (5). Note that (8) is an analogue of

the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation of the standard Bayes filter (3). The two

expressions differ only as follows: (i) the integral in (3) is replaced by the supre-

mum in (8); (ii) the PDFs in (3) are replaced with possibility functions in (8).

The update step of the possibility filter “corrects” the predicted possibility

function πk|k−1(x|z1:k−1) using the information contained in the new measure-

ment zk. The update equation is given by [17]:

πk|k(x|z1:k) =
g(zk|x)πk|k−1(x|z1:k−1)

supx∈X
[
g(zk|x)πk|k−1(x|z1:k−1)

] , (9)

where g(z|x) represents the likelihood function expressed as a possibility func-

tion. Note that (9) is an analogue of the Bayes’ update (4). Again, the two

expressions differ only in the following: (i) the supremum replaces the integral;

(ii) the probability distributions are replaced with the possibility functions.

It was demonstrated in [17] that the predicted and posterior mean and vari-

ance in the recursion (8)-(9) are the ones of the Kalman filter in the linear-

Gaussian case. In the non-linear case, a comparison (in the context of bearings-

only tracking) between the standard Bayes filter and the possibilistic stochastic

filter [20] revealed that: (a) in the absence of a model mismatch, the two filters

perform identically; (b) in the presence of a (dynamic or observation) model

mismatch, the possibilistic filter consistently results in a lower probability of

divergence, which indicates a more robust performance.

3. Formulation of the PBF

The Bernoulli filter is a Bayes-type filter, designed for dynamic systems

that are capable of switching on and off. In the target tracking context, this

means that the target can appear/disappear from the region of interest. The

Bernoulli filter estimates recursively the posterior probability of target presence,

in addition to the posterior density of the target state. By monitoring the

probability of target presence, one can effectively detect when the target appears

or disappears.
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Derivation of the Bernoulli filter3 [15, 14] was carried out in the framework of

random finite set (RFS) theory. By replacing the concept of a random variable

with an uncertain variable [17], and a concept of a RFS with an uncertain finite

set (UFS), referred to as an uncertain counting measure in [27], we will next

derive a possibilistic analogue of the standard Bernoulli filter.

3.1. Uncertain finite sets

An UFS X ∈ F(X ) is an uncertain variable that takes values as unordered

finite sets [15] on X . Here F(X ) denotes the set of all finite subsets of X . Both

cardinality and the spatial distribution of the elements of X are uncertain. An

UFS is completely characterised by:

(i) a cardinality distribution, modelled by a discrete possibility function c(n) =

Π{|X| = n}, where n ∈ N0, Π{A} is a possibility of event A. Due to

normalisation, maxn≥0 c(n) = 1;

(ii) a family of symmetric possibility functions πn(x1, . . . ,xn), with n ∈ N0,

x1, . . . ,xn ∈ X . Due to normalisation, supx1,...,xn
πn(x1, . . . ,xn) = 1.

The possibility function of an UFS is defined as:

f({x1, . . . ,xn}) = c(n)πn(x1, . . . ,xn) (10)

for n ∈ N0. For a special class of UFSs, with a property that points x1, . . . ,xn

are independently described by a single possibility function π(x), the possibility

function can be expressed as:

f(X) = c(|X|)
∏
x∈X

π(x). (11)

Example. A Poisson discrete possibility function, with a parameter λ > 0, can

be obtained simply as follows:

c(n) =
1

β

λn e−λ

n!
(12)

where

β = max
n≥0

λn e−λ

n!
=
λbλc e−bλc

bλc!
(13)

because bλc is the mode of this distribution. Fig. 1 illustrates the Poisson

probability (red) and possibility function (blue), for parameter λ = 4.2. �

3Which generalises the integrated probabilistic data association (IPDA) filter of [26].
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Figure 1: Illustration of the Poisson probability distribution and possibility function (param-

eter λ = 4.2)

As a possibility function on F(X ), f(·) has a supremum equal to one on this

domain. This is satisfied by construction since

sup
X∈F(X )

f(X) = max
{
c(0), c(1) sup

x1∈X
π1(x1), c(2) sup

(x1,x2)∈X×X
π2(x1,x2), . . .

}
= max

n≥0
c(n) = 1.

A Bernoulli UFS X is a set whose cardinality can be 0 or 1. Its UFS

possibility function is then:

f(X) =

q0, if X = ∅

q1π(x), if X = {x},
(14)

where

• q0 = c(0) is the possibility that X = ∅,

• q1 = c(1) is the possibility that |X| = 1,

• π(x) is the possibility function over X , given that |X| = 1.

Due to normalisation, it holds that max{q0, q1 supx∈X π(x)} = 1. By definition,

it also holds that supx∈X π(x) = 1 and thus the normalisation constraint is

simply max{q0, q1} = 1.

3.2. Dynamic model and the prediction step

If the target is present at time k−1 and k, then its dynamics is characterised

by the transitional possibility function ρk|k−1(x|x′), introduced earlier, see eq.

(8). In order to model object appearance and disappearance, it is convenient
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to introduce a binary uncertain variable εk ∈ {0, 1} referred to as the target

presence. The convention is that εk = 1 means that the target is present at

k (and conversely, εk = 0 means that it is absent). Let the dynamics of εk

be modelled by a two-state Markov chain with a (time-invariant) transitional

possibility matrix (TPM)

T =

[
τ00 τ01

τ10 τ11

]
(15)

where τij is the possibility of transition from εk−1 = i to εk = j, for i, j ∈ {0, 1}.
Due to normalisation, max{τi0, τi1} = 1, for i = 0, 1. We also need to specify

the initial possibility (at k = 0) of target absence and presence, i.e. q00 and

q10 , respectively, such that max{q00 , q10} = 1. If a target appears at time k, the

possibility function describing the possibility of its appearance over the state

space X is denoted by bk|k−1(x).

Next we introduce the transitional possibility function of a Bernoulli UFS,

from time k − 1 to k. Let us denote this possibility function as φk|k−1(X|X′).
If the target was not present at time k − 1, then

φk|k−1(X|∅) =

τ00, if Xk = ∅

τ01bk|k−1(x), if X = {x}.
(16)

If the target was present at time k − 1 and in state x′ ∈ X , then

φk|k−1(X|{x′}) =

τ10, if Xk = ∅

τ11ρk|k−1(x|x′), if X = {x}.
(17)

Let the set of measurements at time k be denoted Zk. This set may contain

false detections, while the true target detection may be missing due to imperfect

target detection process. The target state at time k is represented by a Bernoulli

UFS Xk. The uncertainty of the target state at k is represented by the posterior

possibility function fk|k(X|Z1:k), where Z1:k
abbr
= Z1, . . . ,Zk. In order to simplify

notation, we will use abbreviation: fk|k(X|Z1:k)
abbr
= fk|k(X).

The prediction equation of the PBF is then as follows. Suppose the posterior

possibility function of a Bernoulli UFS at k−1, that is fk−1|k−1(X), is available

and expressed according to (14) as:

fk−1|k−1(X) =

q0k−1|k−1, if X = ∅

q1k−1|k−1 πk−1|k−1(x), if X = {x}.
(18)

Prediction of this possibility function to time k is carried out using the tran-

sitional possibility function φk|k−1(X|X′). Analogue to (8), it can be written
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as:

fk|k−1(X) = sup
X′∈F(X )

[
φk|k−1(X|X′)fk−1|k−1(X′)

]
. (19)

When we work out (19) for X = ∅, we obtain (see Appendix A.1) the prediction

equation for the possibility of target being absent at time k:

q0k|k−1 = max
{
τ00 q

0
k−1|k−1, τ10 q

1
k−1|k−1

}
. (20)

By solving (19) for X = {x}, we obtain (see Appendix A.1) the predicted

possibility of target being present:

q1k|k−1 = max
{
τ01 q

0
k−1|k−1, τ11 q

1
k−1|k−1

}
(21)

and the predicted possibility function over X :

πk|k−1(x) =
1

q1k|k−1
max

{
τ01 q

0
k−1|k−1 bk|k−1(x),

τ11 q
1
k−1|k−1 sup

x′∈X
[ρk|k−1(x|x′)πk−1|k−1(x′)]

}
. (22)

It can be easily verified (see Appendix A.1) that max{q0k|k−1, q
1
k|k−1} = 1 and

that supx∈X πk|k−1(x) = 1. Also, if the target is present and there are no

presence/absence transitions, that is q1k−1|k−1 = 1, τ01 = 0 and τ11 = 1, then

(22) reduces to (8).

3.3. Measurement model and the update step

Let us assume that M sensors are simultaneously collecting and report-

ing target measurements. At time k, sensor i ∈ {1, . . . ,M} reports a (finite)

set of measurements (detections) Z
(i)
k = {z(i)k,1, z

(i)
k,2, . . . , z

(i)

k,mi
k

}, where both the

cardinality of the set mi
k ∈ N0, and the location of the points in Z

(i)
k in the

measurement space Z ⊂ Rnz , are uncertain.

The sensor detector is imperfect in the sense that: (i) the true target origi-

nated measurement may not be present in Z
(i)
k , and (ii) Z

(i)
k may contain false

detections. Suppose the target at time k is in the state x and is detected by

receiver i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, resulting in a measurement z ∈ Z
(i)
k . The likelihood

function of ith sensor, gi(z|x), was introduced in (9). It is expressed as a pos-

sibility function over Z because it specifies the uncertain relationship between

the measurement and the target state.

In accordance with (9), the update step of the Bernoulli filter consists of two

stages:
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1. The predicted Bernoulli possibility function fk|k−1(X) is multiplied with

the likelihood function for all measurement sets Zk
abbr
= Z

(1)
k , . . . ,Z

(M)
k ,

given that the target is in the state X; this likelihood is denoted ϕ(Zk|X);

2. Normalisation of the product computed in stage 1.

Mathematically, the update step can be expressed as:

fk|k(X) =
ϕ(Zk|X) fk|k−1(X)

supX∈F(X )

[
ϕ(Zk|X) fk|k−1(X)

] (23)

where fk|k−1(X), specified by the triplet
(
q0k|k−1, q

1
k|k−1, πk|k−1(x)

)
, is in the

form (14). The terms in the triplet can be computed via (20), (21) and (22),

respectively.

Next we derive the likelihood function ϕ(Zk|X). Assuming the sensors are

independent, we can express this likelihood as a product [28, Def.4]:

ϕ(Zk|X) =

M∏
i=1

ϕi(Z
(i)
k |X). (24)

Note that an UFS Z
(i)
k (collected by ith sensor at time k) can be seen as a

union of two independent UFSs Z
(i)
k = C

(i)
k ∪W

(i)
k , where C

(i)
k is the UFS of

false detections and W
(i)
k is a Bernoulli UFS modeling the detection from the

target [15]. The target may not be detected, and hence the possibility function

of W
(i)
k , given that target state is X = {x}, according to (14) can we expressed

as:

ηi(W
(i)
k |{x}) =

d0i , if W
(i)
k = ∅

d1i gi(z|x), if W
(i)
k = {z},

(25)

where d0i and d1i denote the possibility of target non-detection and detection by

sensor i, respectively. Due to normalisation, max{d0i , d1i } = 1.

When the target is absent (i.e. X = ∅), the target originated detection is

also absent (i.e. W
(i)
k = ∅), hence the possibility function of Z

(i)
k equals the

possibility function of false detections only, given in the form of (11):

ϕi(Z
(i)
k |∅) = νi(|Z(i)

k |)
∏

z∈Z(i)
k

µi(z)
abbr
= κi(Z

(i)
k ). (26)

Here νi(n) is a discrete possibility function of the count of clutter measurements

and µi(z) is the possibility function on Z describing the clutter.

If the target is present, the likelihood function ϕi(Z
(i)
k |X) can be expressed
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as follows:

ϕi(Z
(i)
k |{x}) = max

W⊆Z(i)
k

[
ηi(W|{x})κi(Z(i)

k \W)
]

(27a)

= max
{
ηi(∅|{x})κi(Z(i)

k ), max
z∈Z(i)

k

[
ηi({z}|{x})κi(Z(i)

k \{z})
]}
(27b)

= max
{
d0iκi(Z

(i)
k ), max

z∈Z(i)
k

[
d1i gi(z|x)κi(Z

(i)
k \{z})

]}
(27c)

where the sign \ in (27b) and (27c) denotes the set-minus operation. Note

that (27a) represents the convolution formula [15] for UFSs, while (27b) is its

simplification because ηi(W|{x}) = 0 whenever |W| > 1.

Next we substitute expressions for ϕi(Z
(i)
k |∅) and ϕi(Z

(i)
k |{x}), given by (26)

and (27c), respectively, in the update equation (23). This leads to the multi-

sensor update equations of the PBF (full derivation is given in Appendix A.2).

The posterior possibility of target absence and presence are given by:

q0k|k =
q0k|k−1

max
{
q0k|k−1, α q

1
k|k−1

} (28)

q1k|k =
α q1k|k−1

max
{
q0k|k−1, α q

1
k|k−1

} (29)

respectively, where

α =

M∏
i=1

Ri(Z
(i)
k ) (30)

and

Ri(Z) = max
{
d0i , d

1
i max

z∈Z

[κi(Z\{z})
κi(Z)

sup
x∈X

[
gi(z|x)πk|k−1(x)

]]}
. (31)

The update equation for the spatial possibility function is:

πk|k(x) =

M∏
i=1

Li(Z
(i)
k |x)

Ri(Z
(i)
k )

πk|k−1(x) (32)

where

Li(Z|x) = max
{
d0i , d

1
i max

z∈Z

[κi(Z\{z})
κi(Z)

gi(z|x)
]}
. (33)

It can be easily verified that max{q0k|k, q
1
k|k} = 1 and that supx∈X πk|k(x) = 1.

Furthermore, if there is no clutter, if the possibility of detection is d1i = 1 and the

possibility of non-detection is d0i = 0, then Z
(i)
k contains only one measurement,

which must be due to the target. This leads to q1k|k = 1 and q0k|k = 0, while (32)

reduces to (9).
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4. Application: target tracking using multi-static Doppler shifts

4.1. Problem description

The problem description follows [29]. The state of the moving target in the

two-dimensional surveillance area at time tk is represented by the state vector

xk =
[
xk ẋk yk ẏk

]ᵀ
, (34)

where ᵀ denotes the matrix transpose and k is the discrete-time index. Target

position and velocity vector are denoted pk = [xk yk]ᵀ and ṗk = [ẋk ẏk]ᵀ,

respectively. Uncertain target motion is described by the possibility function

ρk|k−1(x|x′) = N̄ (x;Fx′,Q) (35)

where

F = I2 ⊗

[
1 T

0 1

]
, Q = I2 ⊗ q

[
T 3

3
T 2

2
T 2

2 T

]
. (36)

Here ⊗ is the Kroneker product, T = tk−tk−1 is the constant sampling interval,

q is the noise intensity and I2 is the 2× 2 identity matrix.

Target tracking is carried out using Doppler shifts measured at spatially

distributed receivers, as illustrated in Fig. 2. A transmitter T at a known

position t = [x0 y0]ᵀ, illuminates the target at location pk by a sinusoidal

waveform of a known carrier frequency fc. The receivers in Fig. 2 are denoted

by Ri, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.

Figure 2: Multi-static Doppler-only surveillance network: T - transmitter; Ri - ith receiver;

pk and ṗk are target position and velocity vector, respectively.
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If the target at time k is in the state xk, and is detected by receiver i ∈
{1, . . . ,M} placed at a known location ri = [xi yi]

ᵀ, then the receiver will

report a Doppler-shift (measurement) zk ∈ Z = [−f0,+f0], described by the

likelihood function expressed as a possibility function:

gi(zk|xk) = N̄ (zk;hi(xk), σ2
i ). (37)

The frequency f0 (the maximum value of the Doppler shift), is assumed known.

The nonlinear measurement function hi(·) in (37) represents the true value of

Doppler shift and is given by [29]:

hi(xk) = −ṗᵀ
k

[
pk − ri
‖ pk − ri ‖

+
pk − t

‖ pk − t ‖

]
fc
c

(38)

where c is the speed of light. In accordance with the comment below (7), we

refer to σ2
i as to the variance of the Gaussian possibility function (37).

The distribution of false detections over the measurement space Z is as-

sumed time invariant and independent of the target state. The number of false

detections per scan is assumed to be Poisson distributed, with the mean value

λi for receiver i.

Target originated Doppler shift measurement is detected by receiver i with

the probability of detection P id(xk) ≤ 1. In general, the probability of detection

is a function of the distance between the target at position pk and the receiver

at location ri, i.e. dik = ‖pk−ri‖. For illustration, we adopt a formula P id(xk) =

exp[−(dik/β)4], where for dik in meters β = 12 · 103 (also in meters). Then, P id
is a monotonically decreasing function of distance, equaling 1 at dik = 0, and

dropping to 1/2 at dik ≈ 8320m. In simulations, the Doppler-shift measurements

were generated using this formula for the probability of detection.

We argue that in practice, the probability of detection available to the filter,

cannot be as precise as specified above, because in reality it would depend on

the signal to noise ratio, which is unknown. For the same reasons, learning the

functional form of P id, i = 1, . . . ,M , from the data would also be fairly difficult.

The main advantage of the PBF over the standard Bernoulli filter [14] (formu-

lated using the probability distributions and based on precise specification of

all parameters, including P id), in this application would be that it needs only a

partial knowledge of P id, via d0i and d1i , see Sec. 3.3. The pair (d0i , d
1
i ), where

max{d0i , d1i } = 1, effectively defines the interval of detection probability4, that is

4The possibility of detection is the upper probability of detection, while the lower proba-

bility of detection is the necessity, defined as one minus the possibility of the complement of

detection (i.e. non-detection), see see Sec. 2.2.
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P id ∈ [1−d0i , d1i ]. In the case of the total ignorance about P id, we set d0i = d1i = 1.

4.2. Implementation of the PBF

We developed a computer implementation of the PBF based on an adapta-

tion of the SMC method. Note that one cannot sample directly from a possibility

function [18]. Instead, for a given possibility function π, samples must be drawn

from a PDF p which is induced by π. While there is an infinite number of ways

one can construct p from π (one being (6)), the natural solution is the one

that results in the least informative p. Practical details of an SMC method for

possibility functions can be found in [18].

Random samples or particles are propagated over time only as the sup-

port points of the posterior possibility function πk|k(x), mimicking an adaptive

grid over the state space X . The weights, associated with these particles, are

computed using the PBF equations (22) and (32). Prediction of the posterior

possibilities q0k|k and q1k|k is based on the straightforward application of equa-

tions (20) and (21). In the update step, equations (28) and (29), the SMC

representation of πk|k−1(x) is used in the computation of α via (30) and (31).

The point estimate x̂k|k is computed as a weighted mean of the particles

approximating πk|k(x).

4.3. Numerical results

The following values were used in simulations. The location of the trans-

mitter: t = [0m, 0m]ᵀ; M = 5 receivers, placed at r1 = [−8000m, −1000m]ᵀ,

r2 = [−9000m, 11000m]ᵀ, r3 = [−2000m, 2000m]ᵀ, r4 = [1000m, 11000m]ᵀ

and r5 = [9000m, 9000m]ᵀ. Other parameters were: fc = 900 MHz, T = 2 s,

q = 0.1, f0 = 200 Hz, σi = 2.5 Hz and λi = 0.5 for i = 1, . . . ,M . False detec-

tions were uniformly distributed across Z. The initial target state (at k = 1):

x1 = [−4000m, 30m/s, 7000m, −12m/s]ᵀ. The observation interval is 140

seconds (i.e. k = 1, . . . , 70).

The parameters used in the SMC approximation of the PBF were as fol-

lows. The number of particles used was 10000. The target birth distribution

bk|k−1(x) = N̄ (x;µb,Pb), where the mean is µb = [0 0 0 0]ᵀ, that is placed

at the location of the transmitter, with zero target velocity. The covariance

matrix was set to Pb = diag[(4km)2 (30m/s)2 (4km)2 (30m/s)2]. Furthermore,

τ00 = τ11 = 1 and τ01 = τ10 = 0.01. The initial possibilities of target presence

and absence were set to q11|1 = 1 and q01|1 = 1, respectively. This corresponds to

the total ignorance about target presence, i.e. its probability is in the interval
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[0, 1]. A track is confirmed when the difference q1k|k − q
0
k|k ≥ 0.5, corresponding

to the probability of target presence being in the interval [0.5, 1].

A single run of the PBF for the described simulation scenario is available,

as an avi movie, in the Supplementary material. Fig. 3 shows a typical set

of Doppler-frequency measurements Z1, Z2, . . . , Z70 obtained during a single

run. Notice the effect of time-varying probability of detection and false Doppler

measurements.

Figure 3: A typical set of Doppler-shift measurements over time (the same coloured measure-

ments originate from the same receiver)

Joint detection and tracking performance is measured using the mean opti-

mal sub-pattern assignment (OSPA) metric [30]. The parameters used in the

computation of the OSPA metric were p = 1 and c = 5000m. Fig. 4 presents

the mean OSPA errors (in position) [30] obtained by averaging over 500 Monte

Carlo runs of the PBF. The three OSPA error curves shown in Fig. 4 corre-

spond to the three different intervals of probability of detection used in the

PBF: green line for P id ∈ [0.4, 1.0], red line for P id ∈ [0.6, 1.0] and the blue

line for P id ∈ [0.8, 1.0]. Fig. 4 demonstrates that the PBF works. The best

performance is achieved for P id ∈ [0.6, 1.0], because this interval captures most

accurately the spatio-temporal variation of the probability of detection for all

five receivers. By setting P id ∈ [0.8, 1.0], the track is established quicker, how-

ever, the track maintenance is less reliable, resulting in occasional breaks in the

track. Finally, with P id ∈ [0.4, 1.0], the track is not established in about 15% of

the runs.

Next we compare the standard (probabilistic) Bernoulli filter with the PBF,

using the same simulation setup and parameters. The only difference is in the

specification of the probability of detection: for the PBF, Pd ∈ [0.6, 1.0]; for

the standard Bernoulli filter, because we cannot specify the probability interval,
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Figure 4: Mean OSPA error (position) for different specifications of the detection probability

intervals in the PBF

we choose the mid-point of the interval, that is Pd = 0.8. Fig. 5 displays the

mean OSPA error for the two Bernoulli filters. The PBF is more cautious

and establishes the track with some delay in comparison with the standard

Bernoulli filter. However, the established track is significantly more accurate:

after k = 25, its mean OSPA error is at least twice lower. In summary, in the

considered example, characterised by partially known (due to spatio-temporal

variations) probability of detection, the PBF is a more reliable alternative to

the standard Bernoulli filter.

5. Summary

To our best knowledge, the paper presented the first target tracking algo-

rithm completely derived in the framework of possibility theory. The algorithm,

referred to as the possibilistic Bernoulli filter, is characterised by the Bayesian

filtering style analytic expressions for prediction and update. The motivation

for using the possibility functions, instead of the probabilistic framework, is a

more generalised representation of uncertainty, capable of handling, in a rigor-

ous mathematical manner, the situations of ignorance or partial knowledge. The

PBF has been demonstrated in the context of an application, where the true

(but unknown) probability of detection was varying across the space and time.

Compared to the standard (probabilistic) Bernoulli filter, the PBF is charac-

terised by more cautious, but significantly more accurate performance. Finally,

the computation time of the two Bernoulli filters is practically the same.
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Figure 5: The standard (probabilistic) Bernoulli filter using Pd = 0.8 versus the PBF using

Pd ∈ [0.6, 1.0]: the mean OSPA error curves (position).

Future research will consider theoretical formulations of other tracking algo-

rithms in the framework of possibility theory.

Appendix A. Derivations

Appendix A.1. Derivation of prediction equations in Sec. 3.2

First we derive equation (20). Let us start with (19), i.e.

fk|k−1(X) = sup
X′∈F(X )

[
φk|k−1(X|X′)fk−1|k−1(X′)

]
= max

{
φk|k−1(X|∅)fk−1|k−1(∅),

sup
x′∈X

φk|k−1(X|{x′})fk−1|k−1({x′})
}

(A.1)

For X = ∅ we have:

fk|k−1(∅) = max
{
φk|k−1(∅|∅)fk−1|k−1(∅), sup

x′∈X
φk|k−1(∅|{x′})fk−1|k−1({x′})

}
= max

{
τ00 q

0
k−1|k−1, τ10 q

1
k−1|k−1 sup

x′∈X
πk−1|k−1(x′)

}
(A.2)

Note that supx′∈X πk−1|k−1(x′), which features on the right-hand side of (A.2),

equals to 1 due to normalisation. Furthermore, since X is a Bernoulli UFS,

fk|k−1(X) can be expressed in form (14), i.e. as

fk|k−1(X) =

q0k|k−1, if X = ∅

q1k|k−1 πk|k−1(x), if X = {x}.
(A.3)
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Hence fk|k−1(∅), which appears on the left hand side of (A.2), represents the

predicted possibility that the target is absent, i.e. q0k|k−1. Then from (A.2)

follows (20), i.e.

q0k|k−1 = max
{
τ00 q

0
k−1|k−1, τ10 q

1
k−1|k−1

}
. (A.4)

Next we derive equations (21) and (22). First we solve (A.1) for X = {x}:

fk|k−1({x}) = max
{
φk|k−1({x}|∅)fk−1|k−1(∅),

sup
x′∈X

[
φk|k−1({x}|{x′})fk−1|k−1({x′})

]}
= max

{
τ01 q

0
k−1|k−1 bk|k−1(x),

τ11 q
1
k−1|k−1 sup

x′∈X

[
ρk|k−1(x|x′)πk−1|k−1(x′)

]}
(A.5)

From (A.3) we have fk|k−1({x}) = q1k|k−1πk|k−1(x), which leads to:

sup
x∈X

fk|k−1({x}) = q1k|k−1 sup
x∈X

πk|k−1(x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

(A.6)

From (A.6), using (A.5), we obtain (21):

q1k|k−1 = sup
x∈X

fk|k−1({x})

= max
{
τ01q

0
k−1|k−1, τ11q

1
k−1|k−1

}
(A.7)

using the fact that supx∈X bk|k−1(x) = 1 and

sup
x∈X

[
sup
x′∈X

[
ρk|k−1(x|x′)πk−1|k−1(x′)

]]
= 1.

From (A.3) we have:

πk|k−1(x) =
1

q1k|k−1
fk|k−1({x}). (A.8)

Upon the substitution of fk|k−1({x}) in (A.8) with the expression (A.5) we

obtain (22).
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Let us show that max{q0k|k−1, q
1
k|k−1} = 1. From (A.4) and (A.7) we have:

max{q0k|k−1, q
1
k|k−1}

= max
{

max{τ00 q0k−1|k−1, τ10 q
1
k−1|k−1},max{τ01q0k−1|k−1, τ11q

1
k−1|k−1}

}
= max

{
max{τ00 q0k−1|k−1, τ01q

0
k−1|k−1},max{τ10 q1k−1|k−1, τ11q

1
k−1|k−1}

}
= max

{
max{τ00, τ01}︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1

q0k−1|k−1,max{τ10, τ11}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=1

q1k−1|k−1
}

= max
{
q0k−1|k−1, q

1
k−1|k−1

}
= 1.

Appendix A.2. Derivation of update equations in Sec. 3.3

The BPF update equation (23) for independent sensors, see (24), is given

by:

fk|k(X) =

M∏
i=1

ϕi(Z
(i)
k |X) fk|k−1(X)

sup
X∈F(X )

[
M∏
i=1

ϕi(Z
(i)
k |X) fk|k−1(X)

] (A.9)

where

ϕi(Z
(i)
k |X) =


κi(Z

(i)
k ), if X = ∅

max
{
d0κi(Z

(i)
k ), max

z∈Z(i)
k

[
d1 gi(z|x)κi(Z

(i)
k \{z})

]}
if X = {x}

(A.10)
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and κi(Z) is defined by (26). Let us first focus on the denominator of (A.9),

which we denote by D for brevity.

D = sup
X∈F(X )

[
M∏
i=1

ϕi(Z
(i)
k |X)fk|k−1(X)

]

= max

{
M∏
i=1

ϕi(Z
(i)
k |∅)fk|k−1(∅), sup

x∈X

M∏
i=1

ϕi(Z
(i)
k |{x})fk|k−1({x})

}

= max

{
q0k|k−1

M∏
i=1

κi(Z
(i)
k ), sup

x∈X

[
q1k|k−1πk|k−1(x)

×
M∏
i=1

max
{
d0κi(Z

(i)
k ), max

z∈Z(i)
k

[
d1 gi(z|x)κi(Z

(i)
k \{z})

]}]}

= max

{
q0k|k−1

M∏
i=1

κi(Z
(i)
k ),

q1k|k−1

M∏
i=1

max
{
d0κi(Z

(i)
k ), max

z∈Z(i)
k

[
d1 κi(Z

(i)
k \{z}) sup

x∈X
[gi(z|x)πk|k−1(x)]

]}}

=

M∏
i=1

κi(Z
(i)
k ) max

{
q0k|k−1, α q

1
k|k−1

}
(A.11)

where

α =

M∏
i=1

max

{
d0, d1 max

z∈Z(i)
k

[κi(Z(i)
k \{z})

κi(Z
(i)
k )

sup
x∈X

[
gi(z|x)πk|k−1(x)

]]}
(A.12)

Let us now write (A.9) for X = ∅, recalling that fk|k(∅) = q0k|k and fk|k−1(∅) =

q0k|k−1 and using (A.11):

q0k|k =

M∏
i=1

κi(Z
(i)
k )q0k|k−1

M∏
i=1

κi(Z
(i)
k ) max

{
q0k|k−1, α q

1
k|k−1

} (A.13)

After canceling the term
∏M
i=1 κi(Z

(i)
k ) in (A.13) we obtain (28), i.e.

q0k|k =
q0k|k−1

max
{
q0k|k−1, αq

1
k|k−1

} (A.14)

Next we derive (29). Because X, after the update, remains a Bernoulli UFS,

fk|k(X) of (A.9) will be in the form given by (14). Thus, for the case X = {x},
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we have fk|k({x}) = q1k|k πk|k(x). In accordance with the reasoning in (A.6):

q1k|k = sup
x∈X

fk|k({x}) (A.15)

=
supx∈X

[∏M
i=1 ϕ(Z

(i)
k |{x})

]
fk|k−1({x})

D
(A.16)

whereD is given by (A.11). Following derivation of D, it can easility be shown

that

q1k|k =

∏M
i=1 ϕ(Z

(i)
k ) α q1k|k−1∏M

i=1 κi(Z
(i)
k ) max

[
q0k|k−1, α q

1
k|k−1

] (A.17)

After canceling the term
∏M
i=1 κi(Z

(i)
k ) in (A.17) we obtain (29), i.e.

q1k|k =
α q1k|k−1

max
[
q0k|k−1, α q

1
k|k−1

] . (A.18)

Finally, (32) can be obtained from (A.9) in the case X = {x}. Recall that

fk|k({x}) = q1k|k πk|k(x) and fk|k−1({x}) = q1k|k−1 πk|k−1(x). Then using (A.11),

(A.9) can be written as:

q1k|k πk|k(x) =

M∏
i=1

κi(Z
(i)
k )

M∏
i=1

Li(Z
(i)
k |x)q1k|k−1πk|k−1(x)

M∏
i=1

κi(Z
(i)
k ) max

{
q0k|k−1, α q

1
k|k−1

} (A.19)

where Li(Z
(i)
k |x) was defined in (33). After canceling the term

∏M
i=1 κi(Z

(i)
k )

and rearranging we have:

πk|k(x) =
q1k|k−1

q1k|k max
{
q0k|k−1, α q

1
k|k−1

} M∏
i=1

Li(Z
(i)
k |x)πk|k−1(x) (A.20)

Using (A.18) we simplify (A.20) to:

πk|k(x) =
1

α

M∏
i=1

Li(Z
(i)
k |x)πk|k−1(x) (A.21)

which is identical to (32).
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